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Social Content Curation for Increased 
User Engagement and Monetization

A WHITE PAPER WITH A BUYER’S GUIDE FOR COMPANIES LOOKING FOR A COMPREHENSIVE TECHNOLOGY TOOLSET  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Companies across all major industries are trying to solve 

the problem of how to bring conversations from the social 

web back to their company-owned digital properties, where 

they can start creating user engagement and realizing new 

monetization opportunities from the engaged user bases.

Social content curation solution helps companies extract from 

massive amounts of social web content only the most relevant 

and highest quality content to increase user engagement and 

interaction on the company-owned sites and mobile apps.

Social content curation also helps companies realize 

many business objectives. They include: increased unique 

site visits, time spent, and brand loyalty, all of which help 

create monetization opportunities from advertising, brand 

sponsorships, and increased product sales. 

Additional benefits occur when users are able to comment 

on the social content on companies’ own sites and share the 

comments on the social web. This helps drive user registration 

and data augmentation, resulting in new customer acquisition, 

improved CRM, and monetization opportunities from targeted 

marketing campaigns.

The purpose of this white paper is to explain the value of 

social content curation as an important business tool, the 

business problems it helps solve, and its key business benefits. 

The paper includes a buyer’s guide for companies looking for 

a comprehensive social content curation solution.
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What is the 
Industry-Wide Problem?

WHAT IS THE INDUSTRY-WIDE PROBLEM?
Social media has placed tremendous power in the hands of consumers, giving them a wide range of social platforms where 

they can engage with other consumers and voice their opinions on everything ranging from news to sports to TV shows to 

products. Conversations about companies are now increasingly also taking place on the social web.

As a result of the user experiences pioneered by Facebook, 

Twitter, and other leading social networks, consumers now 

expect real-time, interactive, engaging content. Companies 

must find ways to effectively adapt their digital properties to 

these changing consumer expectations and behaviors. 

In order to be relevant to consumers, companies have to solve the 

problem of how to bring the fragmented social web conversations 

about their brands back to their company-owned digital properties, 

where they can start engaging users and realizing the many business 

benefits of engaged users, including new monetization opportunities.

http://www.janrain.com
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HOW TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM 
USING SOCIAL CONTENT CURATION 
Social content curation refers to the aggregation of company-owned content and user-generated content (UGC) created 

on social networks, such as Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram; filtering that content to identify the most relevant and highest 

quality content; and then visualizing and using the filtered content in a number of different ways.

How to Solve the Problem  
Using Social Content 

Curation

http://www.janrain.com
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By using social content curation companies are able to bring real-time 

user-generated content from social networks to users on their brand-

owned digital properties. This is an effective way for companies to 

adapt to the real-time interactive web and at the same time reduce 

the pace at which website owners need to create original content.

Pioneering media and entertainment companies were among 

the first to start leveraging the power of social content 

curation to create user engagement on their digital properties 

and to monetize on the increased user engagement.

After a Nielsen study2 found a direct correlation between social 

media buzz around TV shows and their ratings, TV networks 

and entertainment brands started to discuss the growing 

importance of engaging, interactive, and relevant content as the 

path towards building increased fan engagement, viewership, 

and ratings.3,4 Social content curation was seen as an 

important tool for companies to build audiences, to 

keep them engaged, and to build a social following.5

Although TV networks and entertainment brands 

have been at the forefront of building passionate, 

loyal fan bases, companies in other industries are 

increasingly starting to follow suit by leveraging social 

content curation to create customer engagement and 

monetization opportunities on their digital properties. 

Publishing companies, for example, are now able to 

drive advertising revenue from increased unique site 

visits as a result of curating social content on their sites, 

while consumer and retail brands are able to increase 

product sales by integrating user-generated social 

content about their products on product pages.

The recent Forrester Wave™ report on Social Depth Platforms called 

“a brand’s most valuable marketing asset its own website,” 
because of the brand-owned sites’ power to influence purchasing 

decisions, amplified by rich real-time social experiences created 

on the sites with technologies, including social content curation.6

How to Solve the Problem  
Using Social Content 

Curation

Discovery Communications’ Gayle Weiswasser1 talked about the value of bringing 
social web conversations back to its company-owned websites by saying this: 

“The benefit of doing it on our own platform 
is we get all the traffic. And it’s happening 
in our branded environment rather than 
generic layouts and look and feel of the 
other platforms.”

http://www.janrain.com
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KEY BUSINESS BENEFITS  
OF SOCIAL CONTENT CURATION 
Social content curation helps companies realize many business benefits and related monetization opportunities.  

They can be categorized as follows:

1.Benefits resulting from users 
consuming content on company-owned 
digital properties, including increase in:

• Unique site visits

• Time spent on the sites

• User affinity and brand loyalty

MONETIZATION OPPORTUNITIES FROM INCREASED:

• Advertising

• Sponsorships

• Merchandise sales

2.Additional benefits that can result if 
users are able to comment on social content 
on company-owned sites after they have 
registered or logged in on the sites, including:

• Increase in user registration

• Increase in data augmentation and 

resulting insights from the data

MONETIZATION OPPORTUNITIES FROM:

• Increase in customer acquisition

• Targeted marketing campaigns

Key Business Benefits of 
Social Content 

Curation

http://www.janrain.com
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FOR EXAMPLE: 

• Publishers can drive advertising revenue 

from increased unique site visits as a result 

of curating social content on their sites. 

• TV networks can build brand-

sponsored social hubs. 

• Consumer and retail brands can 

increase product sales by integrating 

user-generated social content about 

their products on product pages. 

Moreover, as customer data becomes a 

strategic business asset in every sector, 

companies can increase customer 

acquisition and gather additional data about 

the users by enabling commenting on the 

social content.

The figure to the right summarizes the 

benefits companies can expect from a 

comprehensive social content curation 

solution that is strategically integrated with 

other technologies and toolsets already 

used by companies, such as their CMS 

platforms, customer identity and registration 

platforms, and analytics platforms.

Company-
Owned & Curated

Social Conversations

Increased revenue
from companies' sites 

Data capture
& insights

Increased brand
loyalty & tra�c

on sites

Key Business Benefits of 
Social Content 

Curation
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LIMITATIONS OF MOST SOCIAL  
CONTENT CURATION TECHNOLOGIES
Over the last several years a growing number of technology vendors have been entering the market in response to the 

tremendous need by companies for a social content curation solution, making it challenging for companies to evaluate what 

is the best technology for their needs.  

 

In addition, most social content curation technologies have limitations that fall into one or more of the following categories:

Platform-specific social content curation tools   
[i.e., content curated only from specific social networking site, e.g., Twitter or Facebook]

Media-specific social content curation tools 
[i.e., content type limited, e.g., photos only]

Limited control over look and feel and visualization of the content 

Limited ability to integrate with companies’ other digital tools, such as  
identity and analytics 

A number of tools that can curate and visualize the content, but tools that do not 
allow user interaction with the content [e.g., ability to comment or like the content]

Limitations of Most Social 
Content Curation 

Technologies

http://www.janrain.com
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DESCRIPTION OF AN IDEAL SOCIAL  
CONTENT CURATION TECHNOLOGY TOOLSET
In order for companies to derive all the key business benefits of social content curation, it must be strategically integrated 

with all other technologies and toolsets used by companies, such as their CMS platforms, customer identity and registration 

platforms, and analytics platforms. 

Social content curation is one user engagement tool. For a holistic user engagement solution, there should be an ability to 

integrate social content curation with other user engagement solutions that companies might offer to their customers, such as 

live chat and commenting.

An ideal social content curation 
technology toolset is:

• Comprehensive 

• Flexible 

• Extensible

• Able to address a wide range of business use cases  

[e.g., for TV, sports, music, news, consumer products]; and

• Able to meet the needs of multi-nationals with business 

operations in different geographical locations.

An ideal social content curation 
technology toolset has the ability to:

• Curate and moderate the most relevant and highest quality,  

real-time, multimedia social content from across all the leading 

social networks 

• Curate and moderate content from blogs and a company’s own 

proprietary content

• Sort and group the curated content in a number of different ways 

ranging from the most popular content to personalized content 

• Visualize content in a manner that gives tremendous control, 

flexibility, and options to companies to present the content on the 

web and all mobile platforms, including phones and tablets; and 

• Support engaging multimedia content that allows users to interact 

with the content, including commenting on it and sharing it.

Description of an Ideal  
Social Content Curation

Technology Toolset

http://www.janrain.com
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Buyer’s Guide for  
Companies

BUYER’S GUIDE FOR COMPANIES
The following serves as a buyer’s guide and checklist of features for companies looking for the most comprehensive social 

content curation technology toolset available:

 Enterprise-Class Administrative Tools:

• Dashboard. Administrative interface for content curation, 

moderation, configuration, and creation of multiple visualizations.

• Roles and permissions. Support for multiple groups 

in an organization with appropriate permissions for 

various roles, such as editors and moderators.

 Curation & Moderation:

• Filtering. Sentiment analysis, natural language 

processing (NLP), and other rich automated curation and 

filtering capabilities that allow companies to curate and 

control social content on their digital properties.

• Moderation. Moderators are able to manually approve or remove 

content and pre-moderate a subset of sources in a stream.

 Flexible Platform:

• Flexible architecture. Ability to leverage a highly flexible stream-

based architecture with the ability to mix multiple content 

types in a stream. Enables companies to integrate multiple 

customizable social streams across all their digital properties. Also 

provides the ability to mix multiple content types in a stream.

• Metadata. Ability to utilize annotations on streams and 

posts to associate structured and custom metadata.

• Scale. Ability to curate millions of posts per minute in real time 

and support millions of concurrent users, who engage with 

the content on company-owned sites and mobile apps. 

• Cost-effectiveness and ease of use. Ability to cost-

effectively and easily create multiple customizable social 

streams across all digital properties and devices.

http://www.janrain.com
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Buyer’s Guide for  
Companies

 Rich Real-Time Content From Multiple Sources:

• Content from all leading social networks. Ability to aggregate 

and curate real-time user-generated content (UGC) from across 

all leading social networks for user engagement and interaction.

• Multimedia. Ability to visualize for users rich multimedia content, 

including photos, videos, and visually engaging snippets from 

articles and blogs, in real-time social streams. 

• Real-time. Content must flow in real time without requiring  

page refreshes.

• SEO. Ability for search engines to index the real-time social content. 

 Rich JavaScript & Customizable CSS Framework:

• Ability to easily build flexible, SEO-friendly solutions that 

leverage a JavaScript-based framework that supports real-time 

updates, multiple modules, and HTML5-based visualizations.

• Ability for companies to use their CSS to control the 

colors, fonts, and other styles of the curated content 

to match the look and feel of their brand.   

 Comprehensive APIs:

• Ability to retrieve content using industry standards -based 

APIs along with detailed analytics on the curated content. 

• Ability to utilize robust APIs as needed to submit onsite 

and proprietary content, to provision streams, and 

to curate and moderate social web content.

 Mobile Integration:

• Ability to support multiple platforms and mobile integration. 

• Ability to use responsive visualizations for seamless 

integration of real-time curated social streams with web, 

mobile, TV, and Internet-connected set-top boxes.

 Big Data & Analytics:

• Ability to leverage both real-time and historical detailed 

counters, analytics, and insights from the curated social content 

for business intelligence.

 Trending & Discovery:

• Ability to discover and visualize popular content, such as trending 

celebrities, topics, and most shared tweets and Facebook posts. 

 Industry-Specific Features:

• For consumer and retail brands:  

Product integration with the ability to link social media posts 

with a specific product.

• For consumer and retail brands:  

Rights management with the ability to request users’ permission 

for using their content, e.g., tweets and photos, on brand-owned 

digital properties.

• For media and entertainment companies:  

The ability to show real-time curated social web content on 

air during live broadcast of TV shows, music, and other live 

entertainment events.

http://www.janrain.com
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Conclusion

CONCLUSION
Companies across all industries face new challenges in 

the dynamic digital ecosystem, where customers are in 

charge of the rules of engagement, defining how, where, 

and why they want to interact with companies.

As a result, companies are trying to find a solution to the 

problem of how to bring conversations from the social web 

back to their company-owned digital properties, where they 

can start engaging their customers and build a path to new 

monetization opportunities from their most engaged customers.

This white paper explained how social content curation solution 

helps companies extract from massive amounts of social web content 

the most relevant, highest quality content for user engagement 

and interaction on company-owned sites and mobile apps.

The white paper described how social content curation drives 

business objectives in concrete, tangible ways, and the many 

business benefits of social content curation, including increased 

site visits; time spent on sites; brand loyalty; and new monetization 

opportunities from advertising; brand sponsorships; and product sales.

As the social web continues to expand, it is imperative for 

companies of all sizes and in all industries to have the ability 

to curate social content and leverage it for their business 

objectives. Companies in today’s fragmented technology 

landscape need a flexible social content curation solution;  using 

the included social content curation technology toolset buyer’s 

guide will ensure that companies can address various digital 

and business objectives across a variety of use cases.

To find out how social content curation can help your company, please visit www.janrain.com.

http://www.janrain.com
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